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Abstract
Lending DApp is a global, decentralized crowdlending network that

runs on the blockchain. The network’s “gas” is LoanCoin, an asset-backed,
income-producing cryptocurrency. The network can provide loans in al-
most any currency, anywhere in the world, while significantly compressing
opex (leading to lower rates for borrowers and higher yields for investors).

From a coinholder’s perspective, LoanCoin is similar to a savings ac-
count (without FDIC insurance), but with a higher yield, no minimum
balance, greater transparency via the blockchain, and all the benefits of
bitcoin, such as peer-to-peer transfer, privacy, globalness, etc.

A centralized prototype of LoanCoin is currently running on top of
Counterparty.1 We are acting as the sole loan officer and investing on
BTCJam, a third-party peer-to-peer lending platform.

Background
Lending DApp builds heavily on new ideas in the computer science, crypto,
and financial communities, most notably the concept of peer-to-peer lending
and decentralized consensus protocols such as Bitcoin, Ripple/Stellar, and Bit-
Shares. It originated as a proposed implementation of the concept of decen-
tralized autonomous corporations (DACs), articulated by Daniel Larimer2 and
David Johnston.3 However, upon further consideration a pure-DAC model isn’t
economically compelling (see model4). A DACs revenue is derived from trans-
actions. Because the number of transactions cannot scale independently from
the capital pool used to make loans, there is no way to generate a compelling
return on capital for early coinholders. In order to provide venture-level returns
to early stakeholders and provide an incentive for early network adoption, it is
necessary to structure the network as a hybrid model that includes both Loan-
Coin (which appreciates via interest income) and a traditional equity component
(which participates in origination and transaction fees).

1https://www.counterparty.co/
2https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=215369.msg2259254#msg2259254
3https://github.com/DavidJohnstonCEO/DecentralizedApplications/blob/master/

README.md
4https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18tp4nhFnxQoBZfaP6lfzHhFz3krI7RxiSY_

tXS0kYqU/edit?usp=sharing
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Problem
On existing peer-to-peer lending platforms, such as LendingClub and Prosper,
the demand for loans outstrips the supply of borrowers. Attractive loans are
funded almost immediately, cherrypicked by large financial institutions. Addi-
tionally, secondary trading in these loans is highly illiquid and selling a note
prior to maturity will result in a significant haircut. Finally, most existing cryp-
tocurrencies are volatile supply-demand currencies that are highly susceptible to
speculative price swings (although several other efforts are underway to correct
this5,6,7,8). Lending DApp aims to expand the supply of borrowers and provide
a more liquid secondary market via LoanCoin, the value of which tracks the
value of the underlying loan portfolio.

There are several reasons why now is a good time to start Lending DApp:

1. Blockchain as a public asset register: New protocol layers add support
(Counterparty, Ethereum9) and new companies demonstrate viability (Dig-
italTangible10)

2. Difficult credit markets: Banks are withdrawing credit and charging higher
interest rates. Frustration with the financial system has accelerated post-
crisis as banks have been reticent to extend credit.

3. Rise of peer-to-peer lending: Peer-to-peer lending is enjoying rapidly ex-
panding market share due to the aforementioned withdrawal of credit,
convenience factors, lower rates for borrowers, and higher yields for in-
vestors.

Definitions
Loan Officer Nodes in the network. Loan officers source, originate, and ser-

vice loans. They act as the network’s point-of-contact with borrowers.
Loan officers may include existing banks and financial institutions, peer-
to-peer lending platforms, and even individuals. Loan officers perform
due diligence on borrowers and set interest rates. They operate on a fee-
for-service model and compete with each other on the basis of fees and
performance.

Lender Anyone who invests outside capital into the network in exchange for
newly-minted LoanCoin.

5http://wiki.bitshares.org/index.php/BitShares_X
6https://blog.ethereum.org/2014/03/28/schellingcoin-a-minimal-trust-universal-data-feed/
7https://nubits.com/about/white-paper
8http://realcoin.com/
9https://www.ethereum.org/

10https://www.digitaltangibletrust.com/
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Coinholder Anyone who holds LoanCoin. This includes lenders, traders who
purchase LoanCoin on the secondary markets, and loan officers that hold
LoanCoin for collateral purposes.

Borrower The end-recipient of a loan from the network. Borrowers interface
with Lending DApp via loan officers.

LoanCoin LoanCoin is a polymorphic digital token. It serves as an in-network
currency that is used to pay transaction fees to loan officers and as a surety
bond11 to ensure loan officer honesty. From the perspective of coinhold-
ers, it is an asset-backed, income-producing store of value similar to a high
yielding savings account. We expect LoanCoin to be fairly stable relative
to other cryptocurrencies, with the value of the network’s outstanding
loans providing a valuation floor. We expect LoanCoin to appreciate via
the reinvestment of interest and principal repayments. However this de-
pends on our decided implementation. If, for example, we issue new Loan-
Coin for reinvestment (such that the number of LoanCoin in a coinholders
wallet increases), the total market cap of LoanCoin will increase while the
value of each LoanCoin stays flat.

Trust Line The amount of trust accorded to a loan officer by the network.
Trust lines specify the amount of collateral a loan officer must post in
LoanCoin when extending credit to borrowers. The more reputable a
loan officer, the lower its required surety bond and the higher its credit
line. Each loan officer’s aggregate trust line is determined by coinholder
consensus. That is, every coinholder can extend trust ratings to as many
loan officers as they wish. A particular loan officer’s trust line is computed
by applying an aggregate function to its set of weighted trust ratings.
Thus, the network draws on the collective knowledge of its participants
in assessing a loan officer’s reputation and creditworthiness. The idea of
trust lines is somewhat inspired by Ripple trust limits12 and Bitcoin Web
of Trust.13

Figure 1 on the following page provides a simple visualization of the network.

Protocol
1. Investors mine new LoanCoin by investing fresh outside capital into the

network. This capital goes into the pool used to make loans.

2. Coinholders extend trust lines to loan officers. Assigning high trust lines
to trustworthy, high-performing loan officers and punishing untrustworthy
or poorly-performing ones will increase returns across the network.

11https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surety_bond
12https://wiki.ripple.com/Payments#Trust_limits
13http://wiki.bitcoin-otc.com/wiki/OTC_Rating_System
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Figure 1: Lending Dapp Visualized

3. Loan officers select borrowers, make loans, and enforce repayments. De-
pending on their trust rating, loan officers may be required to post a surety
bond using LoanCoin. This effectively secures loans from the network’s
perspective and aligns coinholder and loan officer incentives, discouraging
abuse or fraudulent activity. The credit line of each loan officer also varies
depending on the aggregate trust line accorded to them by the network.
The network uses a value network bridge with a decentralized currency
exchange (such as Ripple or Stellar), to make currency-agnostic loans.

4. Loan officers charge origination or performance fees, the latter of which
is determined by the difference between the risk-adjusted performance of
the loans selected by the loan officer and the average risk-adjusted loan
performance of all loans in the network. We expect competition between
loan officers to drive down costs.

5. Borrowers repay interest and principal on their loans either directly to
the network or through their loan officer. As repayments are made, loan
officers may reclaim a proportional amount of their surety bond. In the
event of a default or missed payment, the loan officer forfeits its surety
bond, making the network as close to whole as possible.

6. When repayments are passed back into the network, coinholders may elect
to reinvest the proceeds back into the network to mine new LoanCoin. Al-
ternatively, they may take payment directly, via BTC or other supported
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Figure 2: Lending Dapp at Scale

currencies. In the latter case, a proportional amount of their LoanCoin is
destroyed.

The network is effectively making loans to the loan officers, not the end-
borrowers. We can think of Lending DApp as the super node and each loan
officer as a child node (Figure 2). Child nodes can lend directly to borrowers or
behave in a similar manner as the super node, establishing their own network
of trusted loan officers and even issuing their own child coin. In this case, the
network can be thought of as a fund of funds. Investors can purchase LoanCoin
for exposure to the entire network or, if they prefer more specific asset exposures,
they can purchase child coins from a child node that specialized in certain kinds
of investments (emerging market debt, T-bills, corporate debentures, etc.)

Legal and Regulatory Considerations
LoanCoin may fall under money transmissions and securities regulation in the
US and other countries. In the latter case, it may be necessary to register
LoanCoin with the SEC in order to sell LoanCoin to the general public. Al-
ternatively, we could avoid most registration requirements by limiting access to
LoanCoin to accredited investors. Both of these scenarios are undesirable as
they limit LoanCoin’s utility as a currency. However, there may still be demand
for LoanCoin as a liquid fixed-income instrument and/or store of value.
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Ideally, it will be possible to implement the network in such a way that
LoanCoin is not considered a security, allowing the general public to participate
without onerous regulatory or registration requirements. It may be possible to
achieve this by limiting what loan officers may invest in to certain types of loans
that have the presumption of not being a security, such as consumer loans with
maturities less than nine months.14

Another option would be to initially launch LoanCoin in a more crypto-
friendly region, such as Singapore/Germany/Iceland, and port it back to the
US at a later date.

Minimum Viable Product
A centralized prototype of LoanCoin is currently running on top of Counter-
party. We are acting as the sole loan officer and investing on BTCJam, a third-
party peer-to-peer lending platform. This serves as proof of concept for a fully
decentralized solution, creating the first node in the network and immediate
revenue.

For legal considerations, we are limiting access to LoanCoin to accredited
investors and are not engaging in general solicitation at this time.

Corporate Structure
Lending DApp has a traditional corporate structure with equityholders who ex-
pect to profit from growth in network adoption. This equity pool is distinct from
LoanCoin. It does not participate in the network’s interest revenue. Rather,
the equity pool participates in origination fees applied to newly issued loans and
fees applied to secondary transactions in LoanCoin.

Primary vs. Secondary Market
There are two ways to take possession of LoanCoin. Lenders may purchase
newly issued LoanCoin on the primary market by inserting fresh capital into
the network. Alternatively, they may purchase LoanCoin on the secondary
market in either a peer-to-peer transaction or on an exchange. If we assume
that LoanCoin are fungible, the choice of whether to buy on the primary or
secondary markets will be a purely economic decision. If the primary price
of LoanCoin is less than or equal to the sum of the secondary price and the
transaction fee, rational buyers will purchase LoanCoin on the primary market.
If the primary price is greater than the secondary price and the transaction fee,
they will instead transact on the secondary market.

As shown in Figure 3 on the following page, arbitrage between the primary
and secondary markets will promote the stability of LoanCoin while providing
for an appropriate influx of new capital into the network.

14http://www.hg.org/article.asp?id=7966
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Security
As with any distributed consensus network, there are multiple attack vectors
to consider. Sybil attacks15 can be mitigated by requiring new, untrusted loan
officers to post surety bonds. However, this still leaves the network vulnerable to
long cons16, in which a loan officer joins the network and absconds with a large
amount of money after spending a period of time building reputation and trust.
One way to mitigate the long con is to never extend a credit line to a loan officer
that is more than the amount of revenue the loan officer has previously generated
for the network. Another possible solution is cross-guarantees between loan
officers on an in-kind, reciprocal basis. This could also be done on a fee basis,
in which an insurance entity guarantees loan officers and charges them a fee to
do so.

The largest risk to the network is mass collusion on the part of loan officers.

Future Enhancements
If a global identity register17,18,19,20 achieves widespread adoption, loan offi-
cers could be replaced by a reputation system tied to provably unique IDs and
automated credit scoring algorithms.21 This would redirect loan officer fees to
coinholders, remove points of failure, and reduce collateral requirements. Smart
contracts could be used to create and issue self-administering loans.22

15https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sybil_attack
16https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confidence_trick#Long_con
17http://v3.bitshares.org/keyhotee/
18https://bonafide.io/
19http://identi.fi/
20https://blockscore.com/
21http://aire.io/
22http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/rob/Courses/InformationInSpeech/CDROM/Literature/

LOTwinterschool2006/szabo.best.vwh.net/contractlanguage.html
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